
MULTIMEDIA DESIGNER CV
When preparing a Multimedia Designer CV, it is vital to present your data in a manner that would persuade potential
employers of your proficiency for the position. One way is to showcase your wide range of experience in multimedia
turfs: mobile advertising, online media, graphic design, etc. Expertise with certain techniques or software (Adobe, Studio
Max, Maya, etc.) should also be stressed out. It is important for multimedia designers to be good communicators. You
can also provide a list of previous employments with a detailed summary of your duties. Look how a sample CV of a
Multimedia Designer is presented below.

Quamar Guerrero
8101 At Ave, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, Y1P 9SK Date of Birth:January 17th, 1990

Email:[email] Mobile: 07746 387671 Tel:01409 761564

CAREER OBJECTIVE:
My main goal is to create exceptional multimedia presentations that generate public interest and serve a certain
purpose in line with the company’s mission and goals. By imparting the fullest of my artistic and technical expertise in
integrating various media into cohesive and meaningful presentations, I am positive that this goal can be achieved. I
am committed to build lasting relationships with clients and work collaboratively in order to finish a project at its finest.
With strong work ethics, essential skills and abilities, along with a drive to excel, I can confidently say that I will be
useful talent for the company.

KEY SKILLS & QUALITIES:
Substantial experience in integrating various video and audio element into online media
Immense knowledge of latest technologies
Excellent knowledge of digital designs processes
Ability to coordinate with clients and internal key stakeholders
Ability to complete work as per client brief
Solid understanding of 3D Max and Maya

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:
BA (Hons) in Graphic Design
Stirling University

Stirling
September 2008 to July 2011

A-levels: Fine Art, Computing, English Language
Tyne Metropolitan College

Wallsend
October 2006 to July 2008

GCSEs: Art, English Language, Physics, Sociology, Science
Greek Secondary School of London

Bounds Green
September 2001 to July 2006

EMPLOYMENT AND EXPERIENCE:
Factory Media
Multimedia Designer

Upper Farringdon
September 2012 to Till Date

Developed and distributed the online content for various public websites such as newsletters.
Assisted digital producers with various client projects and completed work within timeframe.
Prepared and edited videos using flash for various presentations.
Analyzed and performed modifications on existing templates for marketing department.
Coordinated with internal stakeholders and clients to analyze all project requirements.
Analyzed multimedia content and re-designed areas that need improvement.

WEC International
Multimedia Designer

Leeds
September 2011 to September 2012

Designed and developed various online banners as per required presentations.
Developed and maintained an interactive online content library and ensured accuracy of information.
Analyzed all customer requirements and designed appropriate visual styles for projects.
Performed tests on site and designs and recommended improvements if required.
Designed presentations and proposals for organization and presented it to clients.
Performed research for all latest multimedia trends and designed presentations.

REFERENCES:
Anthony Wilkins
P.O. Box 608, 7837 Aenean St., Southwell
Devon, R05 6OM
Mobile: 07826 567255

Patrick Cook
5822 Hendrerit Rd., Southwell
Devon, R05 6OM
Mobile: 07930 638343
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Build your Resume Now

https://www.myperfectresume.com/lp/mprrwzlp03.aspx?utm_source=greatsampleresume-com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=gsr-get-pages



